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3CLpro protease,
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Age, outcome,
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Immune response,
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IFN-g, CD8, CD...
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respiratory syncyt...
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NSP2, NSP3, replica...
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Marburg virus,
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poliovirus, ra...
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methyltransferase, cap
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Iran, March
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renin angiotensin system (R...
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degradation, translation...
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Small interfering RNA (siRNA),
RNA interference ...
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SARS-CoV helicase (NSP13),
ATP hydrolysis, doubl...

Knockdown, antisense
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Endoribonuclease,
RNA processing,

SARS-CoV NSP15

Child, adult, age,
hospitalization
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prediction, spreading
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illness, epidemiology, onset
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Hepatitis E...
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evolution
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proofreading, replicatio...

SARS-CoV main protease (MPRO)
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center of disease control

(CDC)

3A protein, ORF3A
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T cell epitope,
B cell epitope,
vaccine design
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Computed tomography (CT),
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viral entry
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disease severity
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sequence
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Airways, human airway
epithelium (HAE)

Cytotoxic T
lymphocyte (CTL),
transgenic mouse

Ribavirin, corticosteroid,
respiratory failure

SARS-CoV 3B
protein, ORF3

Nipah virus,
hendra virus

Infectious bronchitis
virus (IBV)

Plant, subunit vaccine, tobacco

Healthcare worker,
infection control

Host cell protease,
virus cell fusion, R667, SAR...

Quantitative RT-PCR,
 lopinavir/ritonavir, index ...

Open reading frame
(ORF), ORF1B

Endosomal pathway,
trypsin, cathespsin L

Challenge, protection,
vaccination, vector

Symptom onset, incubation 
eriod, secondary case

Substrate specificity,
P1, P2, P3, P4

SARS-CoV
spike

glycoprotein

NSP8 complex, primase,
NSP7, transcription machi...

RNA binding domain,
N terminal domain,

C termina...

Transmission dynamic,
reproduction number

Interferon response,
severe viral pneumonia, pri...

Infectious, estimation,
assumption, SEIR model

Host immune response,
therapeutic strategy, rati...

SCoV

Nidovirus, arterivirus, nendoU

Nested RT-PCR, sewage system, 
hospital receiving...

Differential expression,
transcriptional regulat...

Potent inhibitor,
EC50 value, CC50 value

Cell cycle, cell cycle arrest,
HEK, CDK4, D2, PR...

BALB/c mouse, immunization,
plasmid, DNA vaccine...

Ectodomain shedding,
angiotensin converting enzy...

Importation, connectivity

Predicted unknown proteins
(PUPs), ORF10, access...

Ferret (animal)

Viral clearance, CXCL10,
CCL2,CCL5, CCL3, CXCR3

Design, synthesis,
antiviral activity

Lung tissue, immunohistochemistry
Eye, conjunctivitis

Helical bundle,
pentameric, protein E

Endoplasmic reticulum
(ER), golgi, trafficking

Betacoronavirus,
alphacoronavirus

Fatal outcome,
hCoV-EMC

Pangolin
CoV, RaTG13

Anthrax, smallpox,
plague, bioterrorism

Clinical trial

Pregnant woman, pregnancy

Risk factor, comorbiditie,
hypertension, mean ag...

Small molecule,
high throughput screening,

drug ...

Case fatality ratio (CFR)

Healthcare, management
 critical care

Activation, pathway,
induction, viral protein, a...

Saudi Arabia,
hajj, pilgrim

Hong Kong, Singapore

E gene, rSARS-CoV deltaE

HIV, hepatitis C virus
 (HCV), broad spectrum

Phylogenetic tree,
phylogenetic relationship

Macaque, cynomolgus macaque, 
macaca fascicularis

Cell line,
susceptibility

Mouse hepatitis virus (MHV)

Proteinase, SARS coronavirus 3C,
octapeptide, st...

IFN-B, IRF3, RIG-I,
TRAF3, TBK1

Structure based drug design,
homology modeling, ...

Throat swab, nasal swab

Oligonucleotide,
microarray analysis
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